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ABSTRACT

A hill can be regarded as an environmental carrier of heat. Water, rocks and the internal moisture naturally pre-
sent in such environment constitute a natural heat accumulator. In the present study, the heat and moisture trans-
fer characteristics in a representative hill cave have been simulated via a method relying on the Darcy’s law. The
simulations have been conducted for both steady and unsteady conditions to discern the influence of permeability
and geometric parameters on the thermal and moisture transfer processes. The reliability of the simulation has
been verified through comparison of the numerical results with the annual observation data. As revealed by the
numerical findings, the internal temperature of the hill accumulator is proportional to the permeability, outside
surface temperature, overground height, underground constant temperature layer depth, and underground tem-
perature of the hill, and it is inversely proportional to the horizontal size of the hill. Moreover, in the considered
case, the order of magnitude of the permeability of the hill is contained in the range 10−15–10−13, and displays a
certain sensitivity to the rainwater seepage.
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Abbreviations
OST Outside surface temperature of the hill
OGH Overground height
UGT Underground temperature
UGD Underground depth
HS Horizontal sizes
HIT Internal temperature of the hill
RSR Rainwater seepage rate
MLS Mass flow of seepage
ATHA Average temperature of the hill (including the underground part) or the air in the cave
ATH Average temperature of the hill (including the underground part)
ATA Average temperature of the air in the cave
TAR Temperature of the air-rock interface
UGCTD Underground constant temperature layer depth
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Nomenclature
cf Specific heat capacity of rainwater, J/(kg⋅K)
cp,a Specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure, J/(kg⋅K)
g Acceleration of gravity, m/s²
h Seepage pressure, mH2O
k Air conductivity, W/(m⋅K)
kdisp Conductivity caused by diffusion, W/(m⋅K)
keff Equivalent thermal conductivity of the hill, W/(m⋅K)
kf Conductivity of rainwater, W/(m⋅K)
ks Conductivity of rock and soil in the hill, W/(m⋅K)
Q Heat source of the hill, including the heat from the boundary by the way of conduction and convection,

internal pressure work and viscous dissipation of the hill, W/m2

Qa Heat source of the air, including the convection heat transfer between the air and the rock wall in the cave
and the heat exchange between the open boundary of the cave and the outside air, W/m2

Qm Rainwater flow flux, kg/s
q Conduction heat flux in the hill (including rainwater in it), W/m
qa Heat flux in the air, W/m
T Temperature of the hill (including the rainwater in it), K
Ta Air temperature, K
ua Air velocity, m/s
uf Rainwater flow rate, m/s
α Convective coefficient between the air and the rock wall in the cave, W/(m2⋅K)
εp The porosity of the hill
κ Rainwater permeability, m2

κ′ Actual flow permeability, m2

μf Dynamic viscosity of the rainwater, Pa⋅s
θs Volume fraction of rock and soil in the hill
ρa Air density, kg/m3

ρf Rainwater density, kg/m3

1 Introduction

Up to now, the research and application of geothermal energy were mainly concentrated in the medium-
temperature range from 20°C to 90°C, and the research or application of low temperature below 20°C and
high temperature above 100°C was rare. Aliyu et al. [1–5] carried out theoretical and practical research on
numerical simulation of convective heat transfer between underground water and rock and soil based on
considering seepage flow in fractures, and carried out numerical simulation research on thermo-hydro-
mechanical multi-field coupling, the mathematical model of seepage flow was established and the partial
differential equations were solved. Liu et al. [6–9] mainly focused on fracture seepage characteristics and
permeability under different water saturation, prediction of deep thermal reservoir temperature and
calculation of thermal energy reserves, all of which served for geothermal development. Varnosfaderani
et al. [10–15] investigated the impacts of climate change on unsaturated porous media through the
coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical analysis by leveraging a discrete fracture model. It has been received
ideal effect that geothermal energy was applied in heat pump systems. The efficiency of heat pump
system usually tends to decline as time goes on for the accumulation of extensive and concentrated heat
[16–20]. It was inconvenient to construct a geothermal system in building intensive city, then the
application of geothermal energy was restricted. The studies on hill thermal energy were focus on
preventing thermal damage in mines and tunnels in the last few years [21–24]. The research on the
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development and utilization of hill heat energy was rare, which was mainly related to the inconvenience of
engineering application caused by the distance of most cities from the hill, and the low thermal efficiency of
power generation. This paper served for the application and development of geothermal energy at low
temperature, taking the low-temperature hill in the town as the research object, and aimed to study its
permeability and heat transfer characteristics at low temperature.

In recent years, the global climate problem had become increasingly severe. It has always been the focus
of research how to realize the green and efficient utilization of various energy sources. The interior of the hill
was warm in winter and cool in summer, as the sizable volume of the hill was concerned, hill was a
considerable green heat accumulator that nature gave us as gift. There was water in hill, rock soil and its
internal moisture in the hill constituted natural heat accumulator together. It was expected reduce carbon
emissions and achieve the goal of “carbon peak” that the effective use of hill heat energy. Karst
landforms were widely distributed in Guilin. Hill and its covering plants played an important role in air
temperature control of the heat island city. The ground temperature under or near the forest and water
was significantly lower than the ground temperature in the sunlight, and the effect of forest was more
obvious than water [25–29]. Most of the hill in Guilin was mainly composed of limestone, and caves
were common in the hill. The air temperature inside the cave was maintained at 15°C∼20°C and the
relative humidity of the air inside the cave was above 90% all year round. It was slightly dripping from
the top ceiling of the cave in spring and summer, and attached with crystalline salt on the side wall of the
cave in autumn and winter. In the hot summer, the coolness could be felt within 100 meters near the
entrance of the cave. In recent years, many caves had been excavated artificially. These natural and
artificial caves were gradually used to hide wine or catering services. With the increase of the number of
caves used the air temperature inside the cave increased, but the air temperature in the cave was still very
comfortable without air conditioning. Guilin had unique geographical conditions for the application of
this natural source. The steady temperature field at mean annual temperature and the permeability range
of the hill were obtained by means of numerical simulation in this paper, and the reliability of the
conclusion was confirmed by the comparing of the annual transient simulation data with the annual
observation data. It could provide a basis for the later research on the hill’s heat storage mechanism,
underground heat source, heat storage and engineering utilization value, in order to use this stored low-
temperature thermal energy in refrigeration, air conditioning, heat pump, etc., explore a new way of
energy saving and emission reduction.

2 Model Construction

The average altitude of Guilin was 150 m, and it belongs to the sub-tropical monsoon climate. The
annual average temperature was 19.3°C, the lowest monthly average temperature (January) was 7.9°C,
the highest monthly average temperature (August) was 32.8°C, and the average annual rainfall was
1900∼2000 mm in Guilin [29].

In this paper, finite element analysis CFD software was used for modeling and study the viscous
dynamics of incompressible fluids [30]. The dependent variables were pressure and temperature, with
quadratic discretization for pressure and linear discretization for temperature. Finite difference method
was adopted for time, and the time step was set to 1 day. The solutions were described in space and time
scales based on the independent variables x, y, z and τ.

2.1 Geometric Model
A small low-temperature cave hill in Guilin City was taken as an example in order to study the thermal

and humidity transfer characteristics of low-temperature hill. The overground part of the hill was rule of
shape, with the maximum length and width in horizontal of 214 and 180 m, respectively, and with the
maximum height of 18 m. The maximum height of the hillside below the vertical cliff was 7 m. There
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was a long cave at the foot of the hill. The depth of the cave was 160 m, the width was 8 m, and the maximum
height of the arch section was 7 m. As the cave deepens, it was tilted slightly toward the interior of the hill.
The distance of 20 m was extended to each of the four directions in horizontal at the food of the hill, as well as
to the underground of the hill. The model of the hill was constructed and it was shown in Fig. 1. The volume
of the cave was 8.393 × 103 m3, and the volume of the overground hill was 2.878 × 105 m3. In order to
improve the quality of the mesh for simulation, a rounded corner with the radius of 1 m was made at the
sharp corner of the model.

2.2 Mathematical Model
The studying of the temperature field in the hill should not only consider the heat transfer of rock and

soil, but also consider the seepage influence of rainwater. The air temperature in the cave was mainly affected
by the hill temperature field.

The seepage field of rainwater was modeled by Darcy’s law, which was driven by gravity only. The
mathematical model of hill heat transfer was based on the theory of local heat equilibrium of conduction
(the temperature of the water, rock and soil in the hill were equal), the equivalent thermal conductivity of
the hill was calculated by weighted arithmetic average algorithm, and there was no internal heat source in
the whole model. Convective heat transfer was carried out between the wall and the air in the cave.

The formulas of rainwater seepage field were as follows:

rðqf uf Þdxdydz ¼ Qm (1)

uf ¼ � j
lf

r qf gh
� �� qf g

� �
(2)

The formulas of hill heat transfer field were as follows:

qf cf ufrT þrq ¼ Q (3)

q ¼ �keffrT (4)

Figure 1: Geometric model of the hill
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keff ¼ hsks þ epkf þ kdisp (5)

The formulas of air heat transfer field in the cave were as follows:

qacp;auarTa þrqa ¼ Qa (6)

qa ¼ �krTa (7)

Qa ¼ a T � Tað Þ (8)

2.3 Grid Generation
In the preliminary subdivision, the hill was divided into 1440993 tetrahedral meshes (including the

underground part), with an average mesh skewness mass of 0.6585 and a minimum mesh skewness mass
of 0.1953. The cave was divided into 279731 tetrahedrons, with an average mesh skewness mass of
0.6557 and a minimum mesh skewness mass of 0.2155. The adaptive and error estimation grids were set,
the derivative order of stability estimation was 2, the maximum mesh refinement number was 5, the
maximum coarsing factor was 5, and the element number growth factor was 1.7. After 3 times of self-
adaptation, the fine solution was obtained.

2.4 Boundary Conditions Setting
The underground temperature (UGT) at the underground depth (UGD) of 20 m was set to be 7°C; the

outside surface (including the flat ground around the hill) temperature of the hill (OST) was set to be 16.1°C;
The surrounding temperature was set to be 20°C; the four vertical planes underground were adiabatic no-flow
boundaries; the convective coefficient between the air and the rock wall in the cave was set to be
10 W/(m2⋅K). The OST was slightly lower than the average annual temperature of Guilin, since the plants
growing on the hill shielding heat from the sun and the water in the hill absorbing heat when evaporating.

3 Numerical Simulation

The seepage physical field was unidirectional coupled with the hill heat transfer physical field, and the
hill heat transfer physical field was bidirectional coupled with the air heat transfer physical field. Let’s assume
that the whole model was homogeneous. Then the density, conductivity and specific heat capacity of the
rock-soil in the hill were set respectively to be 2643 kg/m3, 3.0 W/(m⋅K) and 837.4 J/(kg⋅K).

3.1 Simulation of Rainwater Seepage Physical Field
The seepage field of rainwater under the action of gravity was simulated and the diagram of seepage flow

was shown in Fig. 2. The direction of rainwater flow near the cave was slightly diverted.

The simulation data showed that the rainwater seepage rate (RSR) and the mass flow of seepage (MLS)
were directly proportional to the rock-soil permeability. When the permeability was 6.5 × 10−15 m2, the
average RSR was 4.22 × 10−8 m/s. The MLS was about 2.14 kg/s, the value was equal to the difference

Figure 2: Diagram of seepage flow
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between the average annual rainfall and the amount of water transpiration and evaporation in Guilin [26].
When the permeability was 5 × 10−16 m2, the average RSR was 3.19 × 10−9 m/s, and the MLS was about
0.16 kg/s.

In steady state, the variation of RSR and MLS with the porosity was almost constant. When the
permeability was 5.5 × 10−15 m2 and the porosity varied from 0.001 to 0.2, the average RSR remains
almost 3.49 × 10−8 m/s, and the MLS changed negatively from 1.794 to 1.796 kg/s.

3.2 Simulation of Hill Temperature Physical Field
Steady-state heat transfer simulation was carried out for the hill containing rainwater inside. When the

permeability of the hill was set to be 6.5 × 10−15 m2, the MLS was about 2.14 kg/s. The cross-section
temperature contours of the hill were shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen from the figure that the higher the
height of the hillside, the larger the area of the cold zone in the vertical section. The internal temperature
of the hill (HIT) around the cave was greatly affected by the air in the cave. The heat transfer between
the air and the rock wall in the cave had a significant influence on the hill temperature field about
20 meters on either side of the cave.

3.3 Simulation of Air Temperature Physical Field
When the permeability was 6.5 × 10−15 m2, the cross-section temperature contours of the air in the cave

was shown in Fig. 3. The figure showed that the air temperature of 10 m deep inside the cave had been almost
stable, which was basically consistent with what was observed when there was no obvious sense of blowing
at the entrance of the cave. It can also be seen from Fig. 4 that the air at the top was hotter than at the bottom in
the cave, and the air temperature at the ground corner on both sides was the lowest, which was unfavorable to
develop natural convection heat transfer. It showed that the main way of heat transfer between the air and the
rock wall in the cave was conduction, for the conduction heat transfer included in convective heat transfer,
and the air temperature would change slightly.

Figure 3: Cross-section temperature contours of the hill

Figure 4: Cross-section temperature contours of the air in the cave
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3.4 Reliability of the Model
The calculation results of the model were checked. The temperature value and heat flow value at the

interface of the wall and the air in the cave in the domain of the hill were consistent with the temperature
value and heat flow value at the interface of the wall and the air in the cave in the domain of the air, and
their average values were 16.05°C and 2.5 × 10−15 W/m2, respectively, which indicated that the coupling
is correct and the model was reliable.

3.5 Mesh Sensitivity Analysis
The results of three times of adaptive grid calculation were compared and analyzed, as shown in Table 1.

The sensitivity of adaptive grid 3 was less than 0.1%.

4 Parametric Simulation

4.1 Simulation of Permeability
The relationship between the average temperature of the hill (including the underground part) or the air

in the cave (ATHA) and the permeability was shown in Fig. 5. the average temperature of the hill (including
the underground part) (ATH) increased with the increase of the permeability, and the increase trended slows
down as the permeability increasing. When the permeability was low, the ATH was affected by the
permeability significantly. When the permeability was greater than 4.0 × 10−14 m2, the ATH was stable
basically. The influence of the permeability on the average temperature of the air in the cave (ATA) was
not obvious. When permeability was greater than 1.0 × 10−14 m2, the ATA was almost stable.

Table 1: Mesh sensitivity analysis

Number of
mesh
refinements

Number of
tetrahedral
meshes

Average
mesh
skewness
mass

Interface temperature
of the wall and the air
in the cave [°C]

Sensitivity
of the
temperature

MLS when the
permeability was
6.5 × 10−15 m2

[kg/s]

Sensitivity
of the MLS

Initial grid 1257624 0.658 16.041 - 2.133 -

Adaptive
grid 1

1630857 0.727 16.053 0.08% 2.142 0.42%

Adaptive
grid 2

1513253 0.697 16.048 0.03% 2.139 0.14%

Adaptive
grid 3

1720724 0.714 16.051 0.02% 2.141 0.09%

Figure 5: Relationship between the ATHA and permeability
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4.2 Simulation of Outside Surface Temperature (OST)
When the permeability was 5.5 × 10−15 m2, the relationship between the ATHA and the OSTwas shown

in Fig. 6. The ATHA increased linearly with the increase of the OST. When the OST varied from 3°C to
45°C, the ATH increased 25.02°C, the ATA increased 1.27°C (equivalent to the annual change of the
ATA), and the temperature of the air-rock interface (TAR) increased 1.35°C. When the OST was about
25°C, the ATH was approximately equal to the ATA.

4.3 Simulation of Underground Temperature (UGT)
When the permeability was 5.5 × 10−15 m2, the ATHA increased nearly linearly with the UGT at the

underground depth (UGD) of 20 m. The relationship between the ATHA and the UGT was shown in
Fig. 7. When the UGT at the UGD of 20 m changed from 3°C to 15°C, the ATH increased 4.58°C, the
ATA increased 0.07°C, and the TAR increased 0.08°C. The temperature difference between the ATA and
the ATH decreased with the increase of the UGT.

4.4 Simulation of Overground Height (OGH)
When the permeability was 5.5 × 10−15 m2, the ATH decreased slightly at first and then increased slowly

with the increase of the OGH of the main peak (the height of the cliff remained unchanged), which was
mainly caused by the change of the volume and external area of the hill when the OGH increased. The
ATA decreased slightly with the increase of the OGH. The relationship between the ATHA and the OGH
was shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 6: Relationship between the ATHA and OST

Figure 7: Relationship between the ATHA and UGT at the UGD of 20 m
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4.5 Simulation of Underground Constant Temperature Layer Depth (UGCTD)
The ATH was obviously affected by the UGCTD. The relationship between the ATHA and the UGCTD

was shown in Fig. 9. When the permeability was 5.5 × 10−15 m2 and the bottom UGT was kept at 7°C, the
ATH was gradually increased and then the increasing trend gradually slowed down with the decrease of the
UGCTD. The change of the ATA with the UGCTD was not obvious.

4.6 Simulation of Horizontal Sizes (HS)
The maximum height of the hillside below the vertical cliff was changed to 15 m, then the height

difference between the cliff and the main peak was 3 m. The permeability was set to be 5.5 × 10−15 m2.

The width on the side of the cliff (size 1) and the length of the straight edge on the left side of the hill
(size 2) was changed, as shown in Fig. 10, in the meanwhile kept a 40 m-long geotechnical domain at the end
of the cave. The relationship between the ATHA and the HS (size 1 and size 2) was shown in Fig. 10. With
the increase of size 1, the ATHA decreased, and the ATH decreased faster than the ATA. When size 2 was
between 50 and 110 m, the ATH fluctuated in a very small range. When size 2 was about 110 m, the ATH
dropped obviously. When size 2 was greater than 120 m, the ATH decreased slowly. The steep drop in the
cave was related to the significant change of volume ratio between the hill and the cave and the heat storage
of the hill. The ATA was not affected by size 2 significantly.

Figure 8: Relationship between the ATHA and OGH

Figure 9: Relationship between the ATHA and UGCTD
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5 Analysis and Verification of the Permeability

It played an important role of the hill permeability, and it would be important in the study of heat and
humidity transfer law and cold storage capacity of low-temperature hill in the further. The determination of
the hill permeability was one of the research purposes of this paper.

5.1 Analysis of the Permeability
According to meteorological data, the average annual rainfall in Guilin was 1900∼2000 mm [29], and

the average annual mass flow of the rainwater was 3.393 kg/s. Some of this flow was evaporated by plant
transpiration, and some was evaporated into the air through the outside surface of the hill. If the mass
flow of plant transpiration was 1 mmol/(m2⋅s) [28] (about 1.01 kg/s), and the total transpiration and
evaporation was 2.1 mm/d [31] (about 1.36 kg/s), the mass flow of evaporation through the outside
surface of the hill would be 0.35 kg/s. Assuming that other water was percolated by the hill, the MLS
was about 2.04 kg/s, and the permeability was about 6.2 × 10−15 m2 through linear interpolation according
to the simulated data.

According to the reference, the rainfall in Guilin from April to August was about 70.32% of the annual
rainfall [29]. The time when the water mark seeped out from the cave wall was about early June, and the time
when the water mark became dry out was about early October by observation. During these four months, the
water seeped down from the top of the hill into the cave, the calculated average RSR was about
1.25 × 10−6 m/s, and the permeability was about 1.86 × 10−13 m2 through linear interpolation according to
the simulated data.

According to the above analysis, the permeability of the hill ranged from 10−15 to 10−13, which could
provide data support for future studies.

5.2 Verification of the Permeability
In order to verify the reliability of the permeability range, the year-round transient simulation was carried

out under the conditions that the geometric model, mathematical model, grid setting and boundary conditions
of the cave hill were kept constant. The annual environmental parameters used for the simulation were
showed in Fig. 11, and the data in the figure were depend on the annual related data at 10 a.m. in Guilin.

Figure 10: Relationship between the ATHA and HS
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The UGCTD was set as 30 m and the bottom UGT was 5°C, the convective heat transfer coefficient
between the outside surface of the hill and the surrounding air was 10 W/(kg⋅K), and assume that the
proportion of solar radiation energy through trees and leaves absorbed by the hill surface was 3%. The
heat dissipation by evaporation of the water in the hill was equivalent to the convective heat transfer
coefficient between the hill outside surface and the surrounding air, which was set as −15 W/(kg⋅K).
Considering the inhomogeneity of annual rainfall in Guilin and the unsaturated seepage water content in
the hill, it was assumed that the permeability changed with seasons, in order to meet the annual seepage
flow consistent with the actual situation. The proportion between the actual flow permeability adopted in
the simulation κ′ and the permeability κ was shown in Fig. 12, with κ set at 5.0 × 10−14 m2.

The transient simulation was carried out four times periodically, and it began on October 01. Because of
the poor accuracy and stability of the early data, the data of the first three months were removed. The data
were taken from January 01, and three consecutive periods of simulated data were used for analysis. The
mean and variance values of the three periods were calculated respectively for the ATH and other
parameters. The annual variation of parameters such as ATH, ATA, OST, and the amount of seepage were
shown in Figs. 13 and 14.

Figure 11: Simulation settings about annual environment parameters

Figure 12: Permeability settings and their interpolation
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The annual average water seepage was obtained to be 2.18 × 108 kg/y by integrating the daily water
seepage for the whole year. This data was basically consistent with the MLS of 2.04 kg/s mentioned
above, which showed that the permeability range was reasonable.

6 Conclusions

Hill as a natural accumulator contains many pollutions free heat. Through the parameterized steady and
unsteady simulation research of the thermal and moisture transfer characteristics of the cave hill in low
temperature in Guilin, and the comparison with the perennial rainfall and air temperature in the cave, the
following conclusions were obtained:

(1) The internal temperature of the hill accumulator was proportional to the permeability, outside surface
temperature (OST), overground height (OGH), underground constant temperature layer depth
(UGCTD) and underground temperature (UGT) of the hill. Among these parameters, the
permeability, OST, UGCTD and UGT had significant influence on the internal temperature of the
hill accumulator, while the OGH has little influence.

(2) The internal temperature of the hill accumulator was inversely proportional to the horizontal sizes
(HS) of the hill under steady-state conditions, and the influence was greater.

(3) The order of magnitudes of the permeability of the represented hill was 10−15∼10−13, which was
basically consistent with the relevant physical property parameters of limestone [32], and it was
in the range of poor permeability.

Figure 13: Annual variation of the ATH, OST and ATA based on transient simulation

Figure 14: Annual variation of daily water seepage based on transient simulation
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(4) The numerical range of the permeability, the influencing factors of the internal temperature of the hill
and the changes trend obtained could be used to estimate the average internal temperature of the cave
hill in Guilin, which could be used for further research on the mechanism of the hill heat
accumulator, underground heat source, amount of heat storge, engineering utilization and the
regulating effect on surrounding microclimate.

(5) Due to the weak heat transfer between the wall and the air in the cave, it was not suitable for taking
heat from the air in the cave of low-temperature hill when large-scale engineering heat utilization.
The traditional solid thermal application method of drilling and distributing pipes in the hill which
was costly and prone to problems. The flexible heat exchangers which exchange heat with the wall in
the cave might be the best choice.

(6) Because the specific heat capacity of water is greater than that of limestone, there will be a constant
temperature layer at a certain depth under the hill, and the liquid and gaseous water have good heat
transfer and transport performance, water drenching operations could be carried out to improve the
heat utilization performance when the temperature of the hill changes greatly after development of
the project.

(7) The ATH in arid season was greatly affected by the ambient temperature. When studying thermal
and moisture transfer characteristics of rainy season, a relatively large permeability should be
adopted, while when studying thermal and moisture transfer characteristics of long-term or arid
season, a relatively small permeability should be adopted.

(8) Water evaporation in the medium or high temperature hill would be greater than that in the low-
temperature hill under the same conditions. In fact, the actual flow permeability κ′ should be
reduced appropriately.
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